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.Naming of Law School is a Key Fundraising Tool
Kelly Pride
First Year
Day
As construction steadily advances
on the new home of The Columbus School
of Law, efforts to raise additional funds and
find a name for the law school's new
building continue as well. The naming of
the new building and its various facilities is
apparently a key part of the school's
fundraising efforts.
Funding for the construction of the
new law school building comes from a
variety of sources, including tuition setasides and individual and institutional gifts.
Those gifts, or pledges, are often honored
with the designation of certain law school
facilities to be named in honor of donors.
So far, law school fundraisers have
secured $18 million of their $20 million
fundraising goal.

According to Anthony Stangert,
the CUA Capital Campaign Officer, the law
school is currently in the Kresge Challenge
Phase of the campaign.
The Kresge Foundation is an
organization that gives money for building
projects by providing challenge grants.
Before receiving a challenge grant, the
recipient organization must pledge to raise
a certain amount of dollars on their own,
and the foundation gives money to the
institution.
CUA competed with over 780
other organizations to receive -0ne of the

140 Kresge Challenge grants given this
year. CUA has received a challenge grant
for $500,000 if they raise $1,302,791 on
their own.
According to Associate Dean for
External Affairs Leah Wortham, many of
the alumni and supporters who have made
significant donations to the new building
already have rooms and offices named on
their behalf, as part of the school's efforts to
meet the Kresge goal.
Naming opportunities begin at the
$500 gift level. An Honor Roll of donors
will also be displayed in the atrium of the
new building. Honor Roll donors are those
who have contributed a gift of at least
$3,000.
The name of the new building
itself has not yet been designated.
However, rooms and offices have been
named -- including the library, the
ceremonial moot court room, the
admissions ofnce, and the trial courts
judge's chambers.
The library will be named after
Judge Katherine Dufour, who donated $2.5
million. Judge Dufour was married to the
now deceased Raymond A. Dufour, a 1936
graduate of Catholic University. A loyal
alumnus and long-time contributor to the
University, Mr. Duf our had pledged $2.5
million to the new building.
Mr. Dufour had also made a
substantial contribution to the University's
athletic facility, which is, of course, named
See Naming, on page 3

While the weather is still nice, faculty and students take time out to talk in
front of Leahy Hall.
Photo by Bill Shiraki.

The new law school building still needs a name.
Photo by Dan Birmingham

Law School to Get E-Mail
Katie Gibbons
First Year
Day
Have you ever wanted to · ask a
professor a question about an
assignment or reading for class only to
realize that its too late for a phone call?
Want to arrange study group meeting:::
or just simply leave a message for
another student without even picking up
a pen? Well, there are two first year
classes that have been doing just that ,
and much more, since the start, of this
semester, thanks to something called the
"E-Mail Pilot Project."
E -mail, as most people may know,
refers to something known as electronic
mail. This is a system that connects
computers and allows for messages and
documents to be sent to one another by
computer. Currently the Law School has
a Local Access Network (LAN) that
connects the computers of the faculty
and staff. For the pilot project however,
the students have access to a different
system, the VAX, the university's
mainframe computer because it was
already set up to handle a lot of students
using e-mail.
The two systems though, according to
Mark Goldberg, Director of Computer
Services for the Law School, have a
fluid communication line so that

professors have the ability to contact
anyone outside of the LAN on the VAX.
As a result, students and professors have
the capability to communicate with one
another by computer.
The purpose of the project wa5 to give
students access to e-mail in order to give
them an environment that would allow
students to be more comfortable
communicating with the professor as
well as other students, to ask questions
and share ideas. The project developed
as a result of the interests of Professors
Lisa Lerman and Sandy Ogilvy, and with
the help of Mark Goldberg, in
developing a mechanism that would
allow. everyone, even the shyest student
to participate and benefit from the
discussions and ideas of others. It works
quite easily.
Each student has a vax account and
address that allows them to access the
Internet. They also have a distribution
list in their file that allo vs tliem to
either send messages to the 'mail box' of
another student, the professor, or the
entire list. A beni>fit to this list is that if
a student addresses a question to the
professor specifically, th answer can be
addressed to the whole list as well as
that one person, and the entire class
benefics from what was probably not just
one person's confusion or concern.
It's an attract ive form of
SeeE Mml m
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Classifieds
REMINDER
First Year
Students:
According to the NALP
guidelines, you may initiate contact with
legal employers beginning December 1.

local schools purchase new computers.
Collection envelopes are located on the Phi
Delta Phi and CLS bulletin boards. Please
help out!!!

NOTICE:
Due to the
Thanksgiving break, the Legal Career
S~rvices office will close at 5:00 p.m.,
Wednesday November 24, and re-open on
Mo1.1day, November 30. Office hours will
be modified during the semester break.
Please look for details in early December.

Writing Competitions - See
Headnotes, Vol. 2 No. 5, for details on
entering a writing competition. This is an
ideal way to write on a topic of interest and
have it critiqued and rated by experts in the
field. Also, you might be awarded money
for qualifying papers.

The Guild of Catholic Lawyers
presents Dean george Garvey as the final
speaker of the semester in the St. Thomas
More Roundtable Lecture Series, on Friday,
November 19, at 8:30 a.m. in the Campus
Ministry office in Caldwell Hall. Coffee,
doghnuts and juice will be served. Join us
at 8 a.m. Mass in the Crypt Church if you
would like.

Part-time Jobs - The admissions
office needs clerical and data entry workers
for the Spring semester. Individuals may
work from 10-20 hours per week.
Selections will be made in December. Call
319-5151 for more information. The salary
is $8.25 per hour.

There are a limited number of
sweatshirts and T-shirts available with the
Guild of Catholic Lawyers logo on them.
Sweatshirts cost $25, and T-shirts cost $8
each. Contact Alphonso Ibrahim at (202)
269-5093 or put a note in his mailbox (3-D)
if you are interested in purchasing either
one of them.
59
63
66

C1993 Crossword Magazine Inc.
For a free crossword puzzle catalogue, call or write:
Crossword Magazine, Inc., PO Box 909·A, Bellmore, NY 11710

Register Receipts - Phi Delta Phi
and the Communications Law Students
· Association are collecting Safeway and
Giant register receipts, respectively to help

Urgent Action Table - in Leahy
Lobby on Monday, 22 November from 11
a.m. to 7 p.m. Urgent actions are requests
for .quick responses to end human rights
emergencies around the world Each
request is accompanied by a summary of
the case and the situation the action is
trying to end. Stop by and write a letter.
CUA Law Glass Mugs - on sale
for $5. Check it out on display in tyhe glass
case in Leahy Lobby and place your orders
in the ILS mailbox opposite the students'
mailboxes.

(516) 826-9479
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State of the Art Technology

Student Cast in Major League II
Kevin Deeb
Second Year
Day
First-year law school students spend
hours agonizing over pages and pages of
Criminal Law and Civil Procedure. Most of
them do it behind a desk at home or in the
law library~ Some may get daring and
venture outdoors, but who would ever think
to go to Camden Yards to read?
When Catholic University law student
Terry Annis ,was recently playing baseball
with his team, the D.C. Athletics Club, he
did not expect to be approached and being
asked to take part in the cast of Major
League JI, which is being filmed at
Baltimore's Oriole Park at Camden Yards.
The major motion picture will be ready for
release in Spring of 1994.
Annis, a New Jersey native, studied
chemistry, the environment and political
science at Rutgers, but he was also fortunate
enough to study acting. Although his acting
career seemed to be on the back-burner, he
never gave up baseball. His love for
baseball brought him to the practice field
where, unknown to him, movie casters were
searching for actors to play baseball players
along side Charlie Sheen, Tom Berenger,
Corbin Berinsen and Dennis Haysbert.
"You can say it was all unexpected,"
Annis says. "They just walked up to me
and asked me ifl could act."
Before he knew it, Annis was at Camden
Yards. His major parts in the film cast him
as the first base coach and an infielder.
"They asked me at the auditions if I could

play a coach. They didn't realize that I am
also a coach in real life."
Asked if he was thinking of quitting law
school to pursue an acting career, Annis
replied, "I'm just happy that I was able to do
two of my favorite things, act and play
baseball; and get paid for it! However, my
life is still the law."
Annis' acting has interfered with his
weekend social life more than his school
work. His parts in the movie are filmed on
the weekends, where he can spend hours
without anything to do.
"People don't realize how much time is
spent on a set just standing around. I sit and
read my Criminal Law assignment in the
press box overlooking Oriole Field and wait
for them to call me."
It sure beats the view in the library.

Graduate Student Retreat Held
Elisabeth C. Kehoe
Second Year
Day
On the weekend of October 22 to
24, the first-ever Graduate Student Retreat
was held at Priest Field, near Charlestown,
West Virginia. There were nine students,
from · various disciplines in attendance.
Linda Arnold, Associate Director of
Campus Ministry, accompanied us. The
theme for the retreat was various types of
prayer. Advertisements used the logo
"Overworked and Underprayed."
On Friday night, after backtracking
to find the proper streets to tum onto, we
finally arrived. It was so quiet there, as
compared with being right on Michigan
Avenue. We had several icebreakers,
which everyone seemed to enjoy. Then we
discussed why we pray. The reasons were
so numerous, varying from showing God
that we love him to participating in a
community of believers to getting a
wonderful perspective on life. Members of
the Guild of Catholic Lawyers prayed for
each of the members of the retreat during
the weekend. The people on the retreat also
prayed for them and each other.

Judicial Notice

We also discussed the importance
of journaling and how we should look at
our four "lives" -- emotional, intellectual,
professional, · and spiritual -- as we
journalize. Finally, we closed Friday's
activities with Evening Prayer. For a
bedtime· snack, we had brownies.
On Saturday morning, we used
beads and the Jesus Prayer in the Mantra
Prayer Traditjon. That afternoon, we tried
the Lectio Divina Tradition, in which we
first read a Bibie passage, then meditate,
then pray, and finally contemplate. Later,
that evening, we did the Ignatian
Contemplation, which allowed us to put
ourselves in the Bible passage as characters
in the story.
Father Ray Studzinski joined us
for dinner that night. The Sacrament of
Reconciliation was received by those who
desired it. Finally, we had Evening Prayer.
Then, we all went out into the woods and
star gazed, after realizing that we could not
start a campfire for S'mores, due to a lack of
matches!
Sunday morning, we had a big
breakfast and then celebrated mass.
Everyone returned to campus feeling really
fulfilled.

From E-Mail, on page I

communication because of its relative
anonymity and because an individual is
not tied down by the time constraints of
office hours. The e-mail system can also
be used at any hour and from home if
the student has access to a computer
with a modem.
While the two professors have similar
ideas about the use of the system, they
came at it from different angles.
Professor Ogilvy's class, Civil
Procedure, is required to write a certain
number of journal entries for the
semester. He saw e-mail as assisting
both himself and the students in that
task. He wants students, through the
use of the journals and e-mail, to see ·
that people have common concerns and
questions especially in their first year of
law school.
Many feel awkward or are reluctant to
participate for fear of being wrong or
sounding silly; e-mail's relative
anonymity solves that. By answering
one student's question on the vax and
sending it to the whole distribution list,
the entire class benefits and the
confusion is cleared up on a particular
issue for more than the one person who
wrote it down.
Similarly for Professor Lerman, e. mail provides an opportunity for her
contracts students to continue class
discussions outside of the classroom.
She also believes that people learn more
by thinking actively than they do by just
listening. People have a tendency to
think more clearly when they are writing
than when they are speaking. E-mail
encourages this kind of learning.
For both professors this system
provides the opportunity for students to
fully explore issues and ideas raised in
class (that there may not have been time
to finish) discussions, as a result
students do more and benefit from
outside of the class discussions with one
another as well as with the professor.
Currently, there are 15 IBM
compatible computers in the Law School
library that have a menu option that
allows one to access the vax and connect
with the Internet. The Internet also
provides students with the capability of
sending messages to students at other
schools and connect with other
universities on the Internet. An example
of one of these services is Cornell
University Law School's Gopher Server.
Gopher Server is a menu optibn that

allows students to obtain information
·from other schools without having to
master a series of commands. The
facilities in the new law school building
will allow even more access to these
services. The new building will have a
computer lab equipped with twice the
number of computers than are currently
in the lab in the Law Library.
Additionally, every study carol in the
library will be wired with a network plug
that will allow anyone with a notebook
or lap-top computer to access the system
with the same convenience as the
i computers in the lab. There will also be
, a training center that will contain 12
computers, that when not being used for
training, will also be available for
· student use. Implementing this program
for every student in the Law School is
also a goal, but not one that is possible
before the completion -0f the new
building. The goal, acoording to Mark
Goldberg, after evaluating the success
of this 'pilot project', is to open it up to
everyone beginning in the first semester
of 1995.
The use of electronic mail has
numerous advantages to it and will
most likely change the way people work.
It's more efficient than a phone because
it doesn't interrupt you and its faster.
It's also a much more efficient way of
contacting hard to reach students to let
them know about an assignment change
or study group meeting. It may even, as
Professor Lerman stated, change the
way the administration conveys much
needed news to students and eliminate
all of the paper waste from bulletin
boards and stuffed mailboxes. ·
It will undoubtedly save both paper
and money in that respect. Electronic
mail is rapidly becoming a standard
method of communication and by
learning and using it now, Catholic
University students will have a distinct
advantage over others who may not have
ever seen it before.
One last added bonus, for m'embers of
the University, is that this service is free
(a cheap way to keep in touch with
friends who also have e-mail addresses!).
Anyone interested in obtaining more
information about how to get a vax
account and address, contact Mark
. Goldberg, Director of Computer
Services for the Law School whose
. office is located in Keane Hall.' Having
an acc.ount and an address is the key to
accessmg a vast amount of information
and services you would never had known
existed before.

A Law School by Any Other Name ...
Naming, from page 1

in his honor.
The ceremonial moot courtroom
will be named after Walter Slowinski, a
1948 graduate who died in 1987. His wife
and children have donated $1 million in his
memory. In honor ofhiw past generosity,
Slowinski received the University's Alumni
Achievement Award in law in 1981, and
also the President's Medal in 1987.
The Admissions Office will be
named after Otis Smith, a graduate of the

class of 1950. Mr. Smith was a member of
the 1949 championship moot court team.
He was also a staff member of the Catholic
·University Law Review, Issue 1.
The trial court judge's chambers
and seminar room will be named after
IRichard W. Galiher, a 1935 graduate. Mr.
' Galiher is a member of the Campaign
Steering Committee. He ,-..ceived the
University's Alumni Achievem eii~ · _ ~ard in
, 1965, the Distinguished Service Award in
I
· 1969, and the President's Meehl in !983.
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New WESTLAW Databases Include Clinton's Papers
Sam Coring
Third Year
Night

West Publishing has announced the
addition of a variety of new databases to
WESTLA W, its computer-assisted legal
research service, including three new labor
law databases, a moot court database, three
new state securities administrative
decisions databases, and a Daily
Presidential Documents database.
The Daily Presidential Documents
database
(PRES-DAILY)
contains
documents released by the White House
Office of Communications and obtained by
West Publishing. The documents available
in this database include text of presidential
speeches, press conferences, sche_dules,
and formal announcements by the
President or White House staff.
The PRES-DAILY database joins another
presidential database already online. The
PRES database contains Executive or
Administrative Orders, Proclamations,
Trade Agreement Letters, Reorganization
Plans or Designations.
The three new state secunt1es
administrative decisions databases are
Florida
Securities
Administrative
Decisions (FLSEC-ADMIN), Delaware
Securities
Administrative
Decisions
(DESEC-ADMIN), and Virginia Securities
A.dministrative
Decisions
(V ASECADMIN).
These state securities administrative
decision databases contain documents
released by the Florida Department of
Banking and Finance, the Delaware
Division of Securities, and the Virginia
State Corporation Commission. The types
of documents in the databases include

orders, judgments, opinions, or letters
released by those agencies.
The Florida, Delaware, and Virginia
databases join other WESTLA W state
securities
administrative
decisions
databases, including databases for Arizona,
California, Colorado, Illinois, Iowa,
Kansas, Kentucky, Michigan, Minnesota,
Ohio, Pennsylvania, and Texas. These
databases can be accessed on WESTLA W
by using the official postal abbreviation for
the desired state as a substitute for the first
two letters of the names of the new
databases. For example, the Arizona
database would be AZSEC-ADMIN, the
California database would be CASECADMIN, and so on.
West Publishing pledges databases for
more states will be added in the future.
The new Moot Court database (MOOT)
contains transcripts of the records of moot
or hypothetical cases prepared and
· distributed by organizations involved in
the sponsoring of law school moot court
competitions. In addition to the transcript
records of the cases, the database also
contains the procedural rules for the
various moot court competitions.
The three new labor law databases
featured by WESTLA Ware Federal Labor
Employment National Mediation Board
Decisions (FLB-NMB), Federal Labor
Wage Appeals Board Decisions (FLBW AB), and the Bureau of National Affairs,
Incorporated (BNA) Labor Relations
Reporter Multistate Case Law (MLRRCS).
The documents in the FLB-NMB
database are determinations of the National
Mediation Board pursuant to the Railway
Labor Act. Types of documents include
determinations of craft or class,

certifications, dismissals, opinion letters,
and other significant determinations.
The FLB-WAB database contains
decisions prepared by the Wage Appeals
Board concerning issues arising under the
Davis-Bacon Act and other related labor
law.
The MLRR-CS database contains
decisions of state courts and related
commentary provided by the Bureau of
National Affairs, Incorporated in its BNA
Labor Relations Reporter.

These three new labor databases join
more than 50 other WESTLA W federal
labor and employment databases currently
on line.
Any questions about any of these new
WESTLA W databases can be directed to
the West Publishing Company by calling
the West Reference Attorneys at 1-800REF-ATIY (I-800-733-2889).
For
technical assistance, WESTLA W users
may call West Customer Service at 1-800WESTLA W (I-800-937-8529).

Miller Cup Results Final
Rainey Ransom
Second Year
Day
The Fall Semester Moot Court
Competitions at The Columbus School of
Law have been underway since early
September.
The Columbus School of Law's
Miller Cup competition, the largest moot
court competition offered during the law
school's Fall semester, recently completed
its semi-final rounds and final round in
October.
This year's Moot Court Miller Cup
competition problem centered around two
issues concerning the Establishment Clause
of the United States Constitution and a case
involving an alleged unfair employment
dismissal.
Thirty-two competitors argued
both on and off brief Saturday and Sunday,
October 30 and 31. Eleven advocates
advanced to the final round held on
Saturday, November 6, at the United States

Federal Court of Appeals for the Federal
Circuit.
The winners of the Miller Cup
competition were ·Andrew Bigda, Lisa
Mangan, Kelleye Martin, Eileen Lynch,
Bernard Raiche, Andrew Southerling, Elva
Bowden, Tony Byrne and Andrew Kersey.
Andrew Bigda was also named
Best Oralist in the final round.
Best Briefrecognition in the semifinals went to the team of Matthew Greene
and Keleye Martin.
Best Oralist during the final round
was Kara Krushinsky.
The winners of the Miller Cup
Finals will move on during the Spring
semester to represent The Columbus School
of Law in the National Craven Cup, to be
held at The University of North Carolina
Law School at Chapel Hill, North Carolina,
and in the Southerland Cup competition,
which will be held here at The Columbus
School of Law.

President Reilly Reports on SBA Activities
year.
Tim Reilly
SBA President
Greetings from your Student Bar
Association, which is always working hard
on your behalf. I would just like to talk
about a few things for those three or four of
you who read this article.
Brian Baker.
Brian was the
Circulation Librarian who left us a few
months ago for a job at the Howard
University Library. He, like the rest of the
library staff, was always extremely helpful
to all the students, and I would like to thank
him and all the other staff for their help. To
show our appreciation, the SBA gave Brian
and his wife a gift certificate for the
Cheesecake Factory on behalf of the student
body.
Directory.
Yes, the Student
Directory will be coming out this year.
Many thanks to Joan Vorrasi for making the
publication of the directory much easier this

4

Barrister's Ball. The date for the
event will be Saturday, the 26th of
February. Tickets will be on sale at the
beginning ofFebraury. Don't miss this big
event.
Happy Hours. There is usually a
happy hour every Friday either on campus
(free soda and beer) or off-campus at a local
establishment (food and drink specials).
Take advantage of them.
New
Building
Transition
Committee. If you have any questions or
concerns about the new law school, direct
them to this committee, which is made up
of students and faculty.
The SBA
representative is Monica Roche, ID.
Redskins.
Some people still
believe they are going to make the playoffs.
Some people still think Coach "Ray
Handley" Pettitbon is a good coach. Some
even think that the Skins are going to win
another game. My question: What color is
the sky in your world??

SBA President Reilly showing leadership in one of his many decisive moments.
Photo by Dan Birmingham
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Guild of Catholic Lawyers
,

.~

Elisabet~

Barry Kowalski, chief prosecutor in the federal Rodney King trial, spoke recently at a
forum sponsored by the Republican Lawyers Association and BALSA. RNLA President
Jim Riley gives Kowalski a sweatshirt as BALSA Chairman David Lyles looks on.
Photo byMatt Ba"ick, CUA Office of Public Affairs

YOU CAN ALWAYS GET

C. Kd;to_e _,
Sec9od Yea~
,.
Day
The Guild of Catholic Lawyers has
had a busy semester. Oq October 22, as
part of our St. Thomas More Roundtable
Lecture Series, Professor Marcin spoke to
us about whether one can be both a
Christian and a lawyer. He went against
Tolstoi, who in his book, My Religion, said
that it was not possible to be both a
Christian and a lawyer. Using Biblical
references, Professor Marcin was able to
show the fallacies in Tolstoi's argument.
On October 26, we went with
Father O'Brien and members of his Estates
I class to a Fall Dance at the Little Sisters of
the Poor Nursing Home. Everyone had a
great time, especially the residents, who
told us to be sure to come back. We are
planning to get involved with the wonderful
work that the Little Sisters do in housing
these people.
On November 3, we sponsored the
Sixth Annual Mass of Remembrance.
Members of the law school community
were invited to write names of those who
have died in the Book of Remembrance,
which was blessed during mass. Father
Peter Daly celebrated the mass. The
Readers were Paul McCullagh '96 and Mary
Card '96. Mary Kate Connolly '94 read the

Prayers of the Faitl:iful. John Novella '95
and Dean George Garvey were Gift
Bearers.
On Friday, November 12, we
sponsored a Fall Celebration. We had
invited anyone interested in the Guild's
activities to come. There were both Guild
members and other graduate students
interested in campus ministry there. We
had pizza, munchies, beer, wine, and soda.
We played Scattergories, Taboo, and
Charades.
On November 17, we awarded
Professor Destro the Mirror of Justice
Award. This Award was for his devotion to
legal education and for his particular
contributions to the harmonization of law
and justice. Professor Destro gave his
thoughts on the political theology of the
First Amendment.
Me discussed the
implicit
theoretical
and
political
assumptions underlying the Supreme
Court's interpretation of the First
Amendment. He also talked about the ways
in which the American tradition and
Catholic social teaching on religious liberty
have influenced each other.
Dean Garvey will come and talk to
us on Friday, November 19, about. He will
be our last speaker this semester, as part of
the St. Thomas More Roundtable Lecture
Series.

Women's Law Caucus
Annie Fulton
Second Year
Day

•
•
•
•
•
•

Terrific Substantive Law Lectures
Comprehensive, but Concise Materials
Mini Review Volume .
BAR/BAI Multistate Workshops
Essay Workshops
Gilbert Workshop Includes Simulated MBE &
Computer Grading
• Multistate Mini Review Lecture Series

The Women's Law Caucus 1(WLC)
is having a busy semester, having gotten
their mentor program in full swing by
pairing first year members with an
upperclass student and sponsoring a
"getting to know you" mentor/mentee
happy hour.
On November 3rd, we were
pleased to sponsor a panel presentation on
Women and the Law: Domestic Violence.
The three Columbus School of Law

professors from the newly formed Families
and the Law Clinic program spoke about
the issue of domestic violence, clinical
opportunities in the issue, and community
support work for law students and legal
women's organizations.
Our heartfelt
thanks to Professors Margaret Martin Berry,
Stacy Brustin, and Catherine Klein for an
excellent and informative presentation.
WLC is looking for members who
would be interested in revising the WLC
constitution. The present edition has
become outdated. Any WLC member
interested may contact Susannah Jones,
WLC president

$75 DEPOSIT THIS WEEK LOCKS-IN DISCOUNTS NATIONWIDE

The Federalist Society
Joseph S. Devaney Second Year
Day

BAR REVIEW

TI5018th Street, NW ·:· Washington, DC 20036 ·:· 800/876-3086
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The Edmund Burke Distinguished
Lecture Series was created by the The
Columbus School of Law's chapter of The
Federalist Society for the purpose of
bringing high quality conservative speakers
to campus. Named for renowned 19th
century statesman Edmund Burke, the
Series has as its theme the incompatibility
of contemporary liberal ideology with the
rule of law and the fundamentals of
American constitutionalism. Burke, who
has been called the "father of modem
conservatism," is perhaps best known for
his dissenting support of the American War
of Independence. In the l 770's he strongly

protested measures passed by the British
Crown depriving American colonists of
their inherited liberties. In his view, the
Founding Fathers, owing to their desire to
preserve said liberties, were properly called
conservatives.
This past semester, the Series'
inaugural lecture was delivered by Dr.
Russell Kirk, whose book The Conservative
Mind gave rise to the modem conservative
movement in America. A personal friend
of Columbus School of Law Professor
Rhett Ludwikowski, Dr. Kirk gave an
eloquent presentation on "Conserving our
Inherited Liberties: The Bill of Rights or
the Rights of Man?" Attending the lecture
were over 60 students and faculty from
throughout the University, most notably
Professors Marcin, Wagner, and Perez,
See Federalist on page 6

s

Organizations Give All Students Chance to Get Involved ...
Dr. Ryn fielded questions for over an hour
from a rapt audience of over 30 students.
Academic Vice President Monsignor John
In the Spring semester, the Society
F. Wipple, andDean of Philosophy Jude P. . will continue its program with several
speakers and events of interest to stildents
Dougherty.
Later in the semester, the Society in the law school. Those interested in
also ·had the honor of hosting Professor attending are encouraged· to submit their
Claes G. Ryn from the University's own name, address, phone number, and
Department of Politics. Following his year/division to the to the Federalist Society
seminar on "The Decline of American box across from the other student boxes on
Constitutionalism: Can Liberty Survive?," the ground floor of Leahy Hall.
Federalist from page 5 i

Amnesty International
M.J.Cobb
and
Shama Mir
Second Year
Day

release of the students who had been
victims of injustice, as well as other
"prisoners of conscience." The response
was so overwhelming that by the end of the
year-long "Appeal for Amnesty," groups of
letter writers had formed in a dozen
countries. Amnesty International (AI) was
born.
Amnesty International's purpose is
to promote the observance of human rights
worldwide as set out in the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR)
adopted by the United Nations in 1948. AI
promotes adherence to the UDHR and other
human rights treaties and covenants because

In 1961, a British lawyer, Peter
Benson, read a newspaper story of two
Portuguese students who were sentenced to
seven years in jail. Their crime? They had
raised their glasses in a toast to freedom.
On May 26th of that year, the London
Observer carried a full-page story -- an
"Appeal for Amnesty, 19..i I." Benson
asked readers to write letters asking for the

these treaties promote a single standard of
human rights for all countries.
AI believes that as individuals we
have the right and responsibility to demand
that governments ensure human rights for
all people. AI aims its efforts at the
behavior of governments and others who
wield power, and insists that these
governments live up to their responsibility
to safeguard the security and to respect the
dignity of human beings.
Amnesty International's actual
mandate is limited and focused, impartial
and independent. It seeks the release of all
prisoners of conscience -- those people
imprisoned for their beliefs, race, sex,
sexual orientation, ethnic origin, language
or creed, provided they have neither used
nor advocated violence; fair and prompt
trials for all political prisoners; an end to
torture and ill-treatment and executions in
all cases; and an end to extra-judicial
execution and disappearances.
The primary weapon used by AI
against human rights violators is letter
writing. Members write letters on behalf of
specific individuals, and sometimes issues,
demanding the government's immediate
attention and action on a particular
situation.
This creates international

pressure to help the individual, as well as
make the government aware that people
across the world know the situation exists
and demand that it be changed.
In more than one third of cases AI
gets involved with some improvement is
reported, from arrests being acknowledged
to the release of political prisoners.
Another way that members work
together is through addressing specific
concerns via specific awareness campaigns.
These target an issue or country and attempt
to educate members and the public about
problems or issues of concern. One of Al's
1993 campaigns focuses on the
disappeared, or people who have been taken
into custody without their government
admitting their status. When a person
"disappears," the safeguards which would
normally guarantee his or. her safety in
custody are suspended. 'l'he prisoner is cut
off from the outside world and has no
protection. This is why "disappearance" is
so dangerous.
In 1977, Amnesty International
won the Nobel Peace Prize for its human
rights work. Today, AI has over 1.1 million
members, subscribers, and donors in over
150 countries who work on behalf of
prisoners of conscience every year.

Professor Clark Experienced and Active in Civil Rights Law
Dan Birmingham
Second Year
Day
Professor Leroy D. Clark, a twelve year
veteran on The Columbus School of Law
faculty, is one of the secrets to the success
of the school's top notch criminal law
program, and a bona fide champion of the
American civil rights movement.
While Clark teaches extensively in the
criminal law field, his experience with civil
rights law is even more impressive.
After graduating Phi Beta Kappa with a
Bachelors degree from the City College of
New York, Clark was awarded a
fellowship for graduate study in Clinical
Psychology and, in 1961, earned his law
degree from Columbia University.
He began his working legal career after
law school with a two-year stint as Staff'
Counsel in the Civil Rights Division of the i
New York State Attorney General's office'
and quickly moved on to a position as ,
Assistant Legal Counsel for the NAACP i
Legal Defense and Educational Fund, /
where he served as an aggressive civil l
rights advocate for six exciting years.
While Clark has also served as General
Counsel for the ' Equal Employment!
Opportunity Commission (EEOC) and I
taught on the faculty of the New York ·
University Law School, he speaks most :
vividly of his time spent working in the
civil rights movement with the NAACP. I
"The real action was in the South," ·he
said, as he recounted his early days with I
the NAACP.
1
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As Assistant Counsel for the NAACP,
Clark was instrumental in implementing a
legal defense strategy that helped stem the
tide of the use of the death penalty in the
South.
Through trial and appellate work, the
NAACP was able to virtually put a halt to
all executions for a period of seven years
in the South.
It was Clark's commitment to civil justice
that brought him to The Columbus School
of Law.
"After Martin Luther King's death, I
found that the Catholic Bishops were the
most visible, vocal group concerning social
j ustice," Clark said.
"In a secular
institution, there isn't the kind of natural
impetus in that direction."
Clark, who has published a number of
articles and papers, is also the author of a
new
textbook
on
employment
The ·Catholic University Law
discrimination
entitled
Employment
Review is now available on WESTLA W
Discrimination Law which will be
with full-text retrieval.
published this Spring. The book responds
When the law review first became
to the 1991 Civil Rights Act passed by
available on WESTLAW in March 1988,
Congress in an effort to counter recent
beginning at Volume 31 (1 981 ), some
U.S. Supreme Court decisions considered
portions of the issues were not included,
harmful by some civil rights movement
such as memoriams and smaller pieces.
leaders.
These pieces were excluded because they
When asked how he would like the
were thought to lack national interest or
students to remember him, Clark
because authors were withholding
responded that he wants to be thought of as · copyrights.
a "person who helped students see that the
Over the summer, WESTLA W
law can be changed for the benefit of
went back through the top 50 law journals,
society. There is nothing impenetrable
·including the Catholic University Law
about law."
Review, and filled in the gaps. Today the ·
law review is fully available online from

Full Law Review On-Line
Volume 31 to the present.
By the end of the year,
WESTLAWs "star pagination" will also be
available for the law review and other
journals. Currently, WESTLAW can give
the page on which the article starts, but only
WESTLAW screen numbers for subsequent
pages.
With star paging, an individual
searching a law review article on
WESTLA W will be able to obtain exact
paging throughout the article. Star paging
will make it easier for users to quote an
article in the law review without going to
the original source.
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Law Students Reach Out, Party with Seniors
Diane Brady
Third Year
Night
On Tuesday, October 26th, about
sixty Catholic University students,
including 20 to 30 law students, attended an
Octoberfest celebration at the Jeanne Jugan
Home at 4200 Harewood Road, N.E.,
across the street from CUA. The Jeanne
Jugan Home is run by the Congregation of
the Little Sisters of the Poor and is a
resident facility for over a hundred elderly
poor.
As one of its many activities, the
Home sponsors dances for the elderly
residents, inany without friends or family
living or close by. This year CUA students
jumped at the chance to participate, and
danced the night away with elderly folk
who have been celebrating Octoberfest
about three times longer than the term of
most of our lives - so we know who to turn
to for the right celebration!
The music was great and was
provided by Rudy Adler & Friends Band.
The exuberance of the young and the old
was reflected in the enthusiasm of the
musicians.

Many of the elderly were excited
to dance with the good looking young men
and women, and were quick to show
students how to do the waltz and the polka,
and dance to "the oldies but the goodies."
Said one resident, "I had a very
good time. All the fellows were great. I
danced with two 'Toms.' I hope we have
another one just like it."
Another
resident,
Charlotte
Powers, praised the dance as well, saying,
"My husband and I used to spend a hundred
dollars to go to dances that weren't one bit
better than this!"
One Sister commented, "It seemed
as though [the students] had been doing this
many times as they seemed right at home
with our family, sharing [their] spirit with
the residents and Sisters."
Before the night was over, the
students had the whole house dancing the·
chicken dance, bunny hop, alley cat, and the
hokey pokey. Isabel Jacobs, an 84 year old
resident got out of her wheelchair to show
everyone how her "daddy" taught her "to
dance at the age of two."
The success of the dance was
indeed in part thanks to the enthusiasm of

Apply for Financial Aid with a Renewal
F AFSA this Year
Marya Dennis
Director
Office of Financial Aid

This · year the Department of
Education will be sending all continuing
students with a valid 1993-94 Student
Aid Report a Renewal Free Application
for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA). It
will be sent to the address listed on your
1993-94 Student Aid Report (SAR).
The Renewal F AFSA will be on blue
paper and will look like part 2 of your
SAR. It will request your 1993 income,
assets and personal information. Please
change our school name to "Catholic
Univ America, Law School" and use
school code "E00131" on the address
line. Print exactly s stated, this is our
official code. Do not check the box if
the new name is not exactly the same,
ie. Catholic U or Columbus School of
Law is not the correct response for this
form.
This will help the Central processor
identify you and send the school copy to
the correct office. Last year we had a
difficult time retrieving our student's
forms from the Central Processor due to
variations in the school name. Return
the completed Renewal application to
Iowa City for processing AFTER
January 1, 1993, or it will be rejected.
The Renewal Application requires less
information than the FAFSA.
A
Renewal Application will replace the
need to file a 1994-95 FAFSA. If you
misplace the Renewal F AFSA, a regular
FAFSA can be used. The response
from the FAFSA or Renewal FAFSA
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will be a 1994-95 SAR. As last year,
review the SAR, sign it and forward it to
the Office of Financial Aid as soon as
possible.
EARLY REFUNDS FROM SPRING

STUDENT

LOANS

AVAILABLE

JANUARY2
Due to a change 10 Federal
Regulations, the earliest students may
receive a refund of Federal student aid
for second semester is ten days prior to
the first day of class. Second semester
begins on January 10. Administrative
Offices will be open until 5pm on
December 23, close between Christmas
and New Year's, and reopen on January

2.
Laura Sweet, Assistant Controller and
Director of Student Accounts says
second disbursement checks should be
ready to sign in the Student Accounts
Office beginning on December 20.
Students who sign their checks and
request a refund before noon on
December 22 will receive a refund on
January 3.
Those who sign checks and request
refunds between December 22 at noon
and December 23 at 5pm will receive a
refund on January 5. Students may sign
checks between January 2 and January 9
in the Student Accounts Office. It will
take three to four days for a refund. On
January 10 and 11, Student Accounts
will move to Caldwell Hall for
University registration. Again it will
take three to four days for a refund.
Please budget your money carefully to
last through Christmas break.

the students who had the whole house
returned their love to them.
dancing, on their feet or in their wheel
Sister Alphonse of the Home felt
chairs.
similarly, saying, "The overall feeling for
"Old people and young people are
all was that it was a wonderful time. I think
made to be together," one of the Sisters
the way the students reached out to the
said. "I was amazed at how everyone got
residents was wonderful."
along -- there was no gap between the
"The students enjoyed themselves,
generations. The residents are still talking
as did the residents. For the residents
about it."
without family, it was very special. We
Fr. Raymond O'Brien, one of the
hope this is an endeavor that can continue."
professors at The Columbus School of Law,
One Sister reflecting on the event
encouraged students in his classes and in
noted, "I will never forget the expression on
the Guild of Catholic Lawyers to attend the
93-year-old Marie's face as one of the male
celebration.
law students graciously thanked her and
Fr. O'Brien's mother is currently
told her how much he had enjoyed the
residing at the Home, which is named after
evening. A short 48 hours later, Marie had
Sister Jeanne Jugan, the foundress of the
been called to her eternal reward. That
Little Sisters of the Poor.
Mary Kate Connolly, the President young man was among the last to receive
of the Guild of Catholic Lawyers, was very Marie's warm and radiant smile. Certainly
happy wit.h the invitation to be a part of the . she is remembering him and smiling down
festivities. About 20 Guild members were on him now from heaven."
The night was a definite success
present.
"It was a wonderful event," said and everyone at the Home "hopes the
Connolly. "As usual, in the active giving of students will be back."
If you are interested in volunteer
your time and helping of those in need, you
opportunities at the Jeanne Jugan Home,
receive much more than you give."
The old graciously accepted the please contact Sr. Alphonse at (202) 269gift of the students' presence, and sincerely 1831.

President's Women Commission Survey
The President's comm1ss1on on
Women would appreciate your help in
completing and returning their recent
survey about sexual harassment. The
survey is on yellow legal sized paper and
was placed in student mailboxes the
week of October 25th. It only takes 10

to 15 minutes to fill out. Approximately
230 surveys have been returned,
reflecting a wide range of responses.
The commission is interested in how you
feel, the more returned the better!
Please send in the survey even if the 10
day deadline has passed.

New Resources at Available at LCS
The Office of Legal Career
Services (LCS) has many new resources
available for students to review in their
quest for employment.
LCS has put together a handout
entitled Public Interest Resources which is
now available in the Resource Library
which covers many areas a student might
not think ofas traditional "public interest."
This handout contains resources
which would be helpful for a person
interested in public interest work, federal or
state government employment, legal aid or
criminal law work, or a non-traditional legal
or non-legal careers.
The handout is divided into the
following sections:
Resources that
advertize positions; public
interest
organizations; federal government; local
and state government resources; legal
aid/criminal law resources; women's issues;
environmental resources; international law;
funding for public interest law; and nontraditional legal careers/ miscellaneous.
In addition, there is a binder
entitled Public Interest Lists, which has
been created and contains various lists and
handouts on public interest organizations
and resources. Some of these lists are the

best way to identify organizations which
might work in a subject area any student
might be interested in. Those students
interested in opportunities in the public
interest should come to the Office of Legal
Career Services.
First year students are encouraged
to pick up a copy of the handouts provided
at the orientation sessions. Because of a
shortage of copies, some first years were
not able to receive copies. The handouts
are helpful in drafting resumes, cover
letters, resources, and job-hunting for the
summer.
First years are also encouraged to
make an appointment for career counseling.
An appointment should be made with the
LCS office staff before February I.
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Holiday Thoughts
As the semester winds down and we all
begin the dreaded preparation for exams,
the stress level certainly has the potential
to get fairly high. After all, much of our
professional futures depend upon how we
perform now. Moreso than in most other
places, the need to succeed weighs
mightily on students in law school.
But as the anxiety builds, or as we deal
with disappointment when the grades are
finally in, it is important to remember what
really matters.
There is more to life than law school, or
even one's legal career.
In times of trial it helps to remember
our many blessings, in the form of our
friends, family, and faith in God. These
things are far more important than a mark
for a class.
The holidays we celebrate during this
time of the year offer a unique opportunity
to .remind ourselves of this fact.
Thanksgiving is an opportunity to
prayerfully reflect upon our many
blessings, as a nation and as individuals.
For many it is also often a chance to spend
quality time with our loved ones.
Christmas, of course, is when we
celebrate the greatest gift of all, the
incarnation of our Lord Jesus Christ
through whom we may obtain both eternal
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salvation and true peace in this life. Again,
this holiday is also an ideal gathering time
for friends and family.
Our Jewish friends celebrate Hanukkah
during this same period, offering them a
like opportunity for spiritual reflection and
celebration.
And finally, New Year's Day is always
an occasion to remind ourselves it is never
too late for new beginnings.
So don't let the trials and tribulations of
law school get you down. So much of
getting through life is maintaining a
healthy attitude and perspective -- or, for
that matter, a sense of humor.
Of course, its awful easy to give advice.
Law school, after all, can rattle even the
most unflappable and even-keeled among
us. But, then again, no one ever said this
was going to be easy, or fun .
But remember, this too shall pass.
Our problems and day-to-day concerns
are only for the moment. But our friends,
our family, and our faith are the solid
things that can endure. These are the
things we should cling to when things get
rough. These are the things that really
matter.
If we stay right by these things, it is
amazing how the rest of our lives seem to
work out for the best.
Kelly Pride
Katie Gibbons
Editorial Policy

NAFTA is a Bad Deal
Gino Zavarella
Second Year
Day

market. This essentially means that blue
collar jobs will be lost. Clinton, and his
Secretary of Labor have said that they will
deal with this downfall by further transfer
Shortly after this edition of Judicial Notice
payments (e.g. income subsidies) and
comes to a newstand near you, the North
retraining programs.
American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA)
#2: Unrealistic solutions to #1.
will be voted on in Congress. From the
These are fantastic ideas, especially if you
happen to be in Disneyland or if you've just
taken LSD. The reality (which you have to
deal with, like it or not) is that retraining
programs are greatly ineffective and have
additional economic problems of their own
(i.e. free-riders/ a lack of incentive to reenter the labor market). We have more than
enough citizens who have no jobs because
of their own lack of s1sPl; their numbe~ ~eed
not be increased. Furthermore, additional
transfer payments (which means higher
taxes) are not a reality for us at this time:
First, the amount of money necessary to
finance re-training programs (via wealth
transfers) would require such enounnous
taxes that it's unimaginable that such a
Right Between the Eyes
measure would pass. The American people
with Gino 'Zavarella
are not anxious to pay additional taxes,
especially of this magnitude.
Gore-Perot appearance on Larry King Live
#3: The Clinton/Gore duplicity.
last Tuesday, through the public and private During the campaign we heard all about the
sectors, and into Leahy Hall, the NAFTA numbers who have fallen into the lower
debate goes on -- and will for quite a while. class "in the last twelve years." Since
I think, and hope, that after the vote, we'll NAFTA is certain to put more people in the
get a few NAFTA-free hours. Maybe we'll jobless category, (and presumably these
even get to hear about something else in the people don't have huge trust funds) there's
news. Unfortunately, I feel compelled to an obvious conclusion: no job = no money
get in the "last shot" before this whole thing = lower class.
is over.
#4: Supra-National bureaucracy.
There are a number of arguments either in NAFTA will create an international
favor or against NAFTA. And it seems that bureaucracy which will have the power to
Left or Right, you can find someone
impose fines upon anyone who offends the
(notable or not) for or against it. The agreement. To think that the United States
reasons given by both sides are legion. The
of America would surrender its sovereignty
pro-NAFTA forces have really just two to any other nation
especially
quality arguments: Fisrt, NAFTA will
remembering all the blood shed for our
diminish trade barriers which will open new freedom -~ is very disturbing. We are
markets to American products.
Let's
supposed to live under a Constitution which
accept, arguendo, this as valid (even though talks about "We the People" of the United
there are, of course, arguments against this
States. I refuse to subject myself to the
assumption). Second, Ross Perot is against
authority of some Canadian or Mexican
NAFTA.
bureaucrat.
The anti-NAFTA chorus is much more
#5: The big time economists.
interesting. And they deserve to win if, for
Virtually all of the big-time economists are
no other erason, because they've been more
in favor ofNAFTA. Need I say more?
entertaining. Why should we be against
#6: The anti-NAFfA chorus .
NAFTA?
itself. If the AFL-CIO, Pat Buchanan, the
#1: The loss to the unskilled- Teamsters, the Competitive Enterprise
market. NAFTA will almost certainly, as
Institute, Ludwig van Mises Institute,and
is even admitted by many of its proponents,
the UAW can agree on anything, they're
create a reduction in the unskilled labor . probably correct.
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Opinion
Gun Control Showdown: Pros and Cons on Brady Bill
Brady: No Answer to Crime
Sam Coring
Third Year
Night
Last week the United States House of
Representatives, in typical fashion, caved
in to craven emotion, media hype, and the
fear-mongering pressure tactics of the
radical gun control lobby, passing the socalled Brady Bill.
Despite the claims of its supporters, the

Capital Watch
with Sam Coring

Brady Bill will accomplish nothing in the
fight against crime - except to give further
advantage to the criminal element by
restricting the ability of innocent, lawabiding citizens to secure the means to
defend themselves in a timely fashion.
What the Brady Bill does accomplish is
an incremental but undeniable further
erosion of our constitutional liberties.
While its claimed purpose seems innocent
enough -- a five day federal waiting period
for the purchase of a handgun -- its real
effects are far more insidious.
But any debate of gun control laws, their
supposed role in the fight against crime,
and their impact on the Second
Amendment are inevitably clouded -- as
the House debate was -- by the emotional
rhetoric and crude attacks of the gun
control lobby and its misguided followers.
The gun control lobby seeks to demoniz.e
and ridicule their opposition -- casting the
National Rifle Association (NRA), gun
dealers, and gun owners in the role of
sinister villians devoted to bloodthirsty
pleasure or profit. Well, unlike the gun
control lobby and its adherents, I can
articulate a thoughtful, rational argument
for my point of view without getting into
petty name-calling -- as fun as getting in
digs may be. Along those lines, let's take a
closer, thoughtful look at Brady and
answer three key questions the gun control
lobby tries not to dwell on: (1) Will the
Brady Bill accomplish its goal of reducing
crime?, (2) Will the Brady Bill improperly
restrict our Second Amendment rights?,
and (3) What constructive alternative is
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there to combat violent gun-related crime?
First, Brady will not reduce crime.
Empirical data has shown criminals almost
always obtain their weapons illegally, on
the black market or through theft. Of the
handful who don't, most have no criminal
background and would not be stopped by
any waiting period or background check -like John Hinckley, the man who shot
James Brady, for whom this bill is named.
Use a little common sense. Why would
a criminal legally purchase, and thereby
link himself to, a gun with which he plans
to commit a crime? It just doesn't happen.
Even so, Brady does NOT require a
background check, only a wait. But why
would a criminal wait five days when he
can get a gun on the street in five minutes?
The second question is whether Brady
improperly restricts Second Amendment
rights. The right to "keep and bear arms"
is one of the most explicit in the Bill of
Rights (no emanations of the penumbras
needed here, thank you) and is firmly
rooted in our historical tradition. If we had
bad gun control in the 1770's, there never
would have been an American Revolution.
But, as many gun control advocates
rightly point out, none of our rights are
absolute. No argument here.
As with our other constitutional rights,
however, I suggest a · standard of strict
scrutiny, insisting any gun control law
serve a compelling state interest and
employ only necessary means to that end.
Stopping violent gun-related crime is
certainly a compelling interest, but Brady
completely flops any necessary means test.
As we have discussed, it does nothing to
reduce crime. It is an unjustified and
pointless restriction of constitutional rights.
The potential imposition Brady works
on law-abiding citizens is far more than
slight, especially for those citizens most in
need of exercising their rights. The police
cannot be everywhere at once and there are
clearly times where there is an urgent need
obtain a weapon for self-defense. Under
Brady, such a citizen is forced to play a
dangerous and, in some documented cases,
fatal waiting game. Criminals don't have
to wait. Why should law-abiding citizens?
Finally, there are alternatives. Virginia
and four other states have implemented an
instant, point-of-sale screening system
which allows gun dealers to do an instant
computer background check which is
accurate, cost-effective, and frees up law
enforcement personnel for patrol.
In the end, the real answer to crime is
more police, more prosecutors, bigger
prisons, tougher parole and sentencing
laws, more frequent executions, and
habeas corpus reform. When it comes to
policies that can really make a difference,
this NRA member is tougher on crime than
any roomful of posturing anti-gun liberals.

NRA Has Mixed Motives
David Reeves
Second Year
Day
I woke up last Saturday with a gleam in
my eye. The NRA rally started at 10:00
a.m. and I didn't want to miss a second of it.
The fairground was bustling with activity.
There were gun dealers from all over the
country handing out copies of the United
States Constitution and their latest price

Capital Watch
with Dave Reeves

"Lawyers, Guns, and Money" ringing in my
ears, the simplicity of the NRA opposition
to the Brady Bill became clear.
Sure, the Brady Bill does not actually deny
any American that can legally purchase a
gun the right to purchase a gun.
And sure, the second amendment doesn't
explicitly or implicitly say that I have the
right to buy any weapon that I want at any
time that I want to purchase it.
And sure, both the state and federal
governments
already
have
passed
restrictions on who can buy a weapon and
the type of weapon she can buy.
And sure, the Supreme C~urt has placed
time, place, and manner restrictions on our
First Amendment right to free speech, a
right the founding fathers believed was
more critical to the prevention of tyranny
than providing Americans with access to
guns.
And sure, the Brady Bill, at worst,

lists. Ted Nugent's greatest hits blared over
the loudspeaker.
The NRA organized the rally to demand
that Congresspersons enforce our second
amendment right to bear arms by voting
against the Brady Bill's imposition of a five
business day waiting period on the purchase
of a gun. In the first part of the rally,
"The NRA is opposed to the
Charlton Heston, the great American actor
Brady Bill because it might
and constitutional expert, gave a stirring
infringe on the ability of gun
reading of the Second Amendment. "A
dealers to sell guns."
well regulated Militia," he roared, "being
necessary to the security of a free State, the
mandates nothing more than time, place,
right of the people to keep and bear Arms,
and manner restrictions on the second
shall not be infringed." Above the din of amendment right to bear arms.
celebratory gunshots, he continued, "This
And sure, the gun-related violence on our
amendment, drafted by founding fathers
streets and in our schools has reached
who no doubt foresaw the proliferation of frightening levels.
handguns and related violence, clearly
And sure, 66% of Americans favor the
mandates that each American citizen has the
Brady Bill.
right to purchase any type of weapon he
And sure, this version of the Brady Bill is
wants to at any time he wants to purchase . more similar to NRA-approved legislation
it."
than any other past version of the bill.
The second part of the rally included a
The reason the NRA is opposed to the
protest against Ice-T's reckless and
Brady Bill, I concluded, is not because it
dangerous song "Cop Killer," combined will infringe on the right of Americans to
with a protest in favor of the right of all freely choose whether or not to own guns.
Americans to buy and use armor piercing The NRA is opposed to the Brady Bill
cop-killer bullets. A young lawyer from the because it might infringe on the ability of
NRA implored us to remember that the gun dealers to sell guns.
phrase "the right to keep and bear arms"
The NRA is using the second amendment
implicitly includes the right to buy and.use right of American citizens to freely choose
armor piercing cop-killer bullets.
whether or not to own a weapon as a shield
We cheered in agreement because we had to promote the private business interests of
a personal stake in this issue. We had heard gun dealers. As I learned from the NRA at
that the communists at the Audobon Society the rally, 15,000 gun dealers in the United
were putting armor plates on the deer,
States sell $18 billion annually in weapons
squirrels, and other vicious predators that and weapons-related goods. These 15,000
blot
our
beautiful
countryside. gun sellers, and the three million members
The mood of the rally changed when the . of the NRA, pay dues to the NRA and make
young NRA lawyer admitted that some contributions to NRA-sponsored candidates
version of the Brady Bill with its evil based on their perception that NRA is
waiting period would be passed by willing to fight for their pecuniary, as
Congress soon. As the magnitude of this opposed to constitutional, interests. By
depressing news sank in a lone man asked, cloaking its fight against the most
"Why not wait five days?" The crowd, reasonable. pfoce of gun responsibility
stunned into a brief silence by this stranger's · legislation in years · behind the second
audacity, . roared back its answer:
amendment, the NRA shows its dues"BECAUSE!" Chanting our new slogan, paying and election-contributing members
"BECAUSE!", we came back to life. that it will corrupt the Constitution to
The rally ended several hours later. As I protect their retail interests.
walked away, with Warren Zevon's
Now that's constitutional law!
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GOP Stubs Toe on NJ Win
John Spitaleri Shaw
Second Year
Day

The political election process for this year
is over and the results are in. The
Republican Party swept up all over the
country,
from
mayoral races to
gubernatorial ones. In Virginia, George
Allen is governor, coming back from an

Commentary on the News
with John Shaw

enormous 30-40 point poll deficit behind
former Attorney General Terry to win an
uphill battle. Governor Allen ran a clean
campaign, with the exception of
unfortunately now commonplace "negative
ads" used by both parties in election races.
Ms. Terry used the sam trategy, clean
with a few negative ads ht .m d there, but
lost. In New Jersey, Ms. Whitman beat out
Jim Florio by a slim margin in an extremely
close and particular interesting race.
Republicans can, by logical reasoning,
infer that the triumph of Republican
candidates is a referendum on Clinton and
his policies. "Don't Blame Me, I Voted for
Bush" bumper-stickers sales increase at the
delight of Hallmark store owners.
Democrats can infer, by logical reasoning,
that a mood for change and an antiincumbent attitude still persists in the areas
where elections were not yet held, giving
Clinton a boost for his program of change.
Tabitha Soren hosts another "Free Your
Mind" forum on MTV.
CNN picks another area where America
should send troops.
Democrats should worry. Needless to say,
the President should be concerned for the
obvious implications the Republican
victories provide.
Republicans should panic. It seems that
the slim race in New Jersey has turned out
to be not all it seemed to be, with an alleged
impropriety with national implications for
that party.
Ed Rollins, former Reagan campaign chair
in 1984, campaign co-chair of Mr. Ross
Perot's effort for a few rocky weeks, and
campaign manager and "mastermind" of
the Whitman victory stunned everyone with
the horrid and disgusting implication that
the campaign he ran in New Jersey
basically paid off African-American
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ministers not to tell their congregations that
it is their moral duty as blacks to get out
and vote their minds. Mr. Rollins boasted
that he had 500,000 dollars of what is
known as "street" or "walk around" money
to buy "non-influence" of prominent
members of the African-American
community.
Mr. Rollins has damaged not only the
national reputation of the party by
reinforcing the view that Republicans tend
to exclude non-whites; he has damaged and
hurt the black community by implying they
can be bought in New Jersey. The AfricanAmericans in New Jersey are furious at the
Democrats for crowing that this is another
dirty trick -- implying that they did take
money, and they are equally furious at the
idea put forth by Rollins that this could
occur. It is also possible, by her association
with Mr. Rollins, Ms. Whitman could face
impeachment proceedings.
This reckless boast by Rollins, made
ignorant of the implications his statements
can make, has severely hurt the Republican
party on a national level. He has retracted
his statement and apologized to Ms.
Whitman and the black community -- but
his damage has already been done.
Rumors have been flung about the
African-American ministers in New Jersey.
In a New York Times interview, Dr.
Edward Verner, the director of the Black
Ministers Council of New Jersey stated that
he had no specifics of who, if anyone had
been approached by Republicans, and no
one has come forward. It seems that
through these statements and those of
others, including Mr. Rollins, no one will
ever come forward. If they do, it could be
possible that they could have taken money,
even if they didn't -- hurting their important
role they hold for their community and the
overall credibility of the black population in
New Jersey. It would be incredible -almost impossible -- to think that any
religious minister in the African-American
community would've done such a thing.
The United States Department of
Justice has, correctly so, launched an
investigation into the matter to see if
Federal law has been violated. Republican
campaign records will be made public soon,
and in all probability, the truth will come
out. That truth will probabiy exonerate
Governor-Elect Whitman and her campaign
from any such payments being paid to
African-American ministers in New Jersey.
If it is however, true, Ms. Whitman should
resign her office, and Mr. Rollins should
face civil rights violations charges. If
anyone took the money, they too should
face civil rights charges if they interfered
with any voting attempts by any citizen.
Haley Barbour, Chairman of the
Republican National Committee, has his
work cut out for him. The charges, which
will probably turn out to be a false brag to
a group of reporters, have still severelY.
damaged the party. Barbour has the task of
rebuilding the image of the party now. The

Sound Off .
EDITOR'S NOTE: We are genuinely gratified the articles and commentary we
have featured so far have generated such intense interest among our readers. All
submissions by interested readers are strongly encouraged and gratefully accepted

is only relevant to African Americans. Nor
is the importance of the Chinese Americans
Dear Editor,
Gino
Zavarella's
One influence on the creation of the U.S.
Nation .. .lndivisible, printed in the October railroad system only relevant to Chinese
20, 1993 edition of Judicial Notice, Americans. What about the history of the
exemplifies an existing problem in our American Indian, is this only relevant to
nation that desperately needs attention. American Indians? The history relevant to
That problem is ignorance. In 1993, many all Americans contains the story of the
Americans are still not educated about the development of a democratic society where
different cultures which are present in this people can be of different races, religions
country. The article, which illustrates Mr. and cultures but still be "created equal."
Zavarella's misinterpretation of American The founding fathers did not accomplish
history, suggests that the only pivotal this alone. This development has been
figures in our nation's history are the taking place over the past two hundred
founding fathers. He contends that a years as African Americans and many other
multicultural approach to teaching races of people whcti believe in equality
American history in our nation's public have fought to change the way the
Until we
schools will be a divisive tool as it will Constitution is applied.
understand
that
American
history
teach history that is not relevant to our
country as a whole, but is only relevant to encompasses more than just the founding
fathers' contribution, we will remain a
particular interest groups.
divided
nation.
With regard to race, religion and
Steven Jupiter
many other areas, this country is still very
First Year, Day
much divided because we haven't had much
of an opportunity to learn about each other's Dear Editor,
cultures. America is comprised of many
Mr. Zavarella's article in the
races of people who share a common bond Judicial Notice last month, attacking
the principles set forth in the Unites States
multiculturalism and an afro-centric
Constitution.
Multiculturalism in our curriculum in the inner city schools, stands
nation's public schools will teach children as an example of myopic thought to be
more about the different races in America avoided if our nation is to grow and draw
and break down stereotypes and from its rich and diverse cultural heritage.
misunderstandings about them. Through a His arguments against multiculturalism for
multicultural curriculum Italian Americans the sake of national unity are misguided and
can learn more about Asian Americans, his arguments against proposals to teach an
Irish Americans can learn more about afro-centric agenda to inner city AfricanAfrican Americans, and so on. This can American youths demonstrate a lack of
serve as a stepping stone to eliminating the understanding of the goals of such a
ignorance about the various cultures and program and a lack of sensitivity. The
teaching public school children to have article lacks any constructive value as no
respect for all races and cultures.
meaningful alternative is offered.
Mr. Zavarella claims that the
In addition to being inconsistent
history of African Americans in particular and incorrect, the article seems to
is not relevant to all Americans, only demonstrate little tolerance for deviations
African Americans.
Every American, from the status quo. In the final paragraph,
regardless of race, should learn about the Mr. Zavarella discusses how personal
experience of African Americans in this identity is not synonymous with the identity
country. From slavery to freedom, through of the nation. I agree. He also believes that
fighting for the right to be respected as a our primary conception of ourselves must
man deserving of the privileges granted in be as one people, and as one nation
the U.S. Constitution, the African American indivisible. As good as this sounds, it is
struggle is relevant to all Americans!
I do not believe that the African
See Letters, on page J J
Americans' triumph over disfranchisement
Republicans have again been slated as the
party of dirty tricks and racial exclusion.
Not since David Duke have the Republicans
faced such a delicate situation which could
result in trouble for people associated with
the party. It is important for Barbour to
note that the Republican party is not a
racially exclusive or far right group of
religious fundamentalists by taking action
to exclude any and all who spout hate,
spurn reason, and promote divisions based
on race or creed from the next convention.

These issues are important and
have not been addressed since the last
convention, when these concerns surfaced
among moderate Republicans and
Republican-Liberals; Republicans are not
all white, Anglo-Saxon protestants or
fundamentalists. They are a diverse and
intelligent group of people who are in the
danger of being taken over by such
reactionary elements, who will, in time,
destroy the Republican party itself.
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absurd to suggest that one subjugate
personal identity to national identity. Given
the treatment of minorities in this country,
could minorities be expected to subjugate
personal identity .in the interest of
nationalism and embrace such idealism in a
society which has yet to embrace and
respect that personal identity?
Personal identity and nationalistic
sentiment are not mutually exclusive.
There is no need to attack multiculturalism
as a threat to national cohesiveness. Our
national identity is derived from a multitude
of cultural influences. Differences have and
will continue to contribute to the strength of
our nation. We must beware of those who
are willing to suppress that strength.
Differences become a weakness when one
allows them to cloud one's judgment and
impartiality. When society acts based on
differences, society is acting arbitrarily
thereby reducing economic and social
efficiency. History has taught us this
lesson.
History is not only to be learned, Mr.
Zavarella, but analyzed. Analyzed to
determine not only where we've come from,
but where we are going. You have to know
where you come from in order to know
where you're going. This is the goal of any
afro-centric or culture-centric curriculum.
As a young African-American growing up
in the inner city, I was exposed to the same
negative images depicting the hopeless
plight of minorities in this country. The
airing of Alex Haley's epic drama "Roots"
aroused my curiosity which led me to read
more to find out the full history of Africans
in the diaspora. This was history I did not
learn in the classroom. History which led
me to an understanding of the past, the
present, gave me hope for the future, and
boosted my self pride. I learned that my
ancestors were part of a rich culture and
ordered society. Most of all, they were
proud of who they were. Honor, pride,
respect for the elderly, and tribal
responsibility was a dominant theme
throughout the many subcultures of Africa.
Likewise, African-Americans have much to
be proud of. We have helped to build, died
for, and contributed much to America's
cultural heritage. In fact, all races and
cultures have much to be proud of for each
has contributed to the success and wellbeing of the nation. Comments disco~ting
the contributions of Italians, AfricanAmericans, Greeks, Poles, Irish, Hispanic,
Asians, Indians or any other culture in the
building of this nation are in bad taste.
Crucial contributions are made daily by
leaders, scholars, and other individuals
belonging to various ethnicities.
In
addition, don't rush to discount the
contributions of women to the birth and
development of our nation. There were
many women instrumental to our
development who are also denied a place in
our history books.
The afro-centric curriculum seeks
to teach young African- Americans the rich
history of people of African descent.
Teachings which the American school
system do not provide. The afro-centric
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curriculum does not seek to deny history as
taught, but seeks to enhance the experience
for African-Americans. The premise of the
afro-centric curriculum is that in order to
love others you must first love yourself.
The educational system has done little to,
instill pride in African-American youths.
Many see the perpetuation of negative
stereotypes in the media, AfricanAmericans treated as second class citizens,
and the depiction of Africa as a hopeless
continent inhabited by a savage people.
These are the realities presented to
developing young minds. This impacts on
their lives and many grow up unknowingly
affected by a psychological condition
known as learned helplessness (or more
appropriate learned hopelessness).
Successful
interaction
and
cooperative interchange amongst cultures
necessitates that an individual, regardless of
race, color, gender, background, religion,
creed, national origin or sexual preference
first love him or herself. This establishes a
foundation upon which to love family, from
family we love community, from
community we love country, and from there
we are able to love and appreciate the world
we live in. The foundational element of this
natural and logical progression is the love
of self. It is absolutely imperative that
individuals realize their self worth. Without
self worth, one can never make it to the
love of country. If African-American
psychologists, scholars, and other social
engineers believe an afro-centric curriculum
is necessary to instill pride and love of self
so that all other levels of appreciation may
be reached, then why attack the method
without first offering viable alternatives?
The country only stands to benefit. Perhaps
stereotypes have once again prevailed if one
believes that learning positive history as it
pertains to the African and AfricanAmerican Cultures is detrimental to love of
country. Perhaps those who feel this way
should evaluate their own prejudices and
conspiracy theories.
An afro-centric
curriculum is not designed to alienate our
American heritage nor is it designed to
teach hatred of the majority. Its goal is
simple. To instill pride.
Mr. Zavarella also refers to the
"multicultural agenda" in addressing the
issue. The "multicultural agenda", as he
calls it, does not seek to change the teaching
of American history. In fact, if he had
bothered to look up the term before
·attacking it, he would have realized that .
"multiculturalism" means "of, pei;taining to
or designed for several cultures." It refers
to programs, teachings, or anything
responsive
to
several
cultures
simultaneously. Proposals for an afrocentric agenda are not categorized as an
aspect of any multicultural movement.
Assuming arguendo the term was
used correctly, I believe this country, the
great superpower and land of opportunity as
it may be, could only stand benefit from a
multicultural approach early in the
educational process. Perhaps then all of our
citizens would grow up respecting the
diversity of the nation and the individual
rights and liberties of all. Perhaps then we

could love each other equally by
recognizing the cultural diversity and the
contributions of the many people working
for the common good and fully willing to
fight and die for this country if necessary.
Too often, people like Mr. Zavarella and
others in our society believe a person
should be willing to give up their personal
identity or subjugate it to that of the
national identity. These appeals are usually
disguised as nationalism and "in the best
interest of the country".
A closer
examination reveals the contrary. Mr.
Zavarella, what would Hitler think of your
article in the interest of nationalism and
uniformity? How would a ku Klux klan
leaders
evaluate
your
sentiments?
Mussolini? What about 'Jolly Old England'
which you seem to be so proud of and
willing to root our history in? As I recall it,
the birth of our nation is a direct result of
the suppression of religious and other
freedoms in the name of loyalty and
nationalism. I pose these questions to you
in the socratic method we have become
accustomed to as law students. I would be
interested in your answers. Perhaps now
you see that arguments such as yours may
sound good at the outset, but a cursory
examination of history reveals otherwise.
When multiculturalism is attacked,
it represents an attack on what this country
must strive to realize and teach its children
so that hatred and bigotry have no place
here. When you attack an afro-centric
curriculum, you attack the means by which
pride, understanding and hope can be
instilled in our youth, who start out with the
highest ideals of patriotism to a country
which has yet to fully accept them. Society
can only benefit by encouraging
participation and productivity. If the way to
that participation and productivity is
through the implementation of an afrocentric curriculum, then support it or offer
viable alternatives. One should never
address a topic they do not know about or
understand. Perhaps now you understand a
little more Mr. Zavarella. Perhaps this
article has penetrated right between the
eyes. I hope those who think as you do,
eventually understand that we are all
different but we must use those differences
to our advantage and help each other
instead of criticizing efforts at self-help.
That will be the day we truly become one
nation, indivisible.

Jay Taylor
Third Year Day
Dear Editor,
I would like to know when our
school newspaper has turned into a political
party sounding board? I was under the
impression that a law-school newspaper
was to serve the entire population of
students and not just the few who hold
positions on the staff. A law-school
newspaper should report on legal issues that
are of interest to the law school community.
The last issue of Judicial Notice contained
two substantive articles dealing with the
legal community and one of those articles
was laced with unprofessional, petty,
political comments.
The article on "Hillary' Health

Scam" (Judicial Notice, October 20, 1993,
p. 7) contained a statement that 93% of
Americans have adequate health care
coverage. This staement made me seriously
question the accuracy of the entire article
and it also mad~ me wonder what planet the
author was living qn.
If staff members of Judicial Notice
insist on filling it with political issues, I
think they should cover both sides of the
issue and try to keep in mind that not every
student at this school is a white, male,
conservative Republican. I'm sure all the
students appreciate the time and effort the
staff puts into Judicial Notice, and I'm
certainly no exception. However, I do think
our school newspaper should address legal
issues important to CUA students and it
should not make unprofessional comments
that offend and isolate a substantial section
of the CUA student body.
Teri Cortese
Second Year Day
Dear Editor,
I have often found it futile to
respond to articles such as those written by
Mr.
Gino
Zavarella,
"One
Nation... Indivisible", Oct. 20, 1993, Judicial
Notice, because often those that write them
do little reading themselves. But I must
respond in this case, because his article is a
prime example of why this nation needs to
fashion multicultural curricula in our
nation's schools.
Mr. Zavarella misses the mark in
attempting to identify troubled schools.
Our nation's schools are "troubled" even in
areas where they appear to be pristine. All
of America's children have something to
gain from new approaches and new
information that seeks to correct and
include what historically has been incorrect,
exclusive and bordering on sinister. Our
children should learn from an open
curricula, one that emphasizes an integrated
study of the contributions of the various
ethnic populations that give America its
identity. For when children understand that
they are not alone and others like
themselves have succeeded and built
nations, they are more likely to be a part of
the community instead of outside it. Mr.
Zavarella's article has taken aim at people in
"troubled" communities taking hold of their
institutions and making them responsive to
their needs. It is because of this poor aim
that he has wounded self-help efforts
everywhere. It must be that he wants the
government to now dictate the bootstraps
by which people should pull themselves up.
Writing articles replete with inconsistencies
and plainly specious facts meant to incite
and tear down, certainly do nothing to help
our communities or our children.
Nonetheless, the "mixed-up"
children of this country eagerly await Mr.
Zavarella's arrival on their school house
steps to involve himself in a classroom or
mentor program. Children who have never
seen themselves in the history books, except
as the conquered or vanquished minions of
the "chosen" people of England await his
arrival. I bet the kids can't wait to hear him
See L etters, on page J2
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talk all day about what "jolly old England"
means to them. And how their thirst for
knowledge about America's past will be
totally quenched once they have sipped
from the cup of English history. I would be' ·
eager to hear his response as they probe his
understanding of where children of color
would be right now had it not been for the
blurred vision of the "founding fathers".
Mr. Zavarella, in applying the
same old reconstituted, sexist and racist
themes interwoven with half truths, has
quite effectively shown just how far this
country has to go in developing meaningful
curricula. If our educational system is to
survive as this nation's first line of defense,
we must be on guard against the would-be
philosophers of Mr. Zavarella's ilk.
Regarding Mr. Zavarella's off-base
history, had he ~ared to read some of the
books he was given in high school, he
would have noticed that law and language
do not a country make. He would have
noticed that England gets so much attention
in our studies because England and its
progeny have been very effective at
eliminating from the national historical
memory anyone but themselves. And why
would they include others? English history
has never been about building up other
nations or ·peoples, it has been about tearing
them down and apart.
What a shame it is that Mr.
Zavarella failed to attend a class on Thomas
Jefferson that discussed how Jeffersonian
thought was impacted upon more by French
thinkers of his time like Montesque and
Rousseau than by any british philosophers
or, the class that studied how James
Madison lived with the Iroquois for years
and borrowed the Native American
concepts
and
practices
regarding
representative government for his Federalist
papers.
Had Mr. Zavarella bothered to take
a class on world history he might have
avoided becoming so myopic at such a
young age. He might have even noticed
.that in comparison to English history the
United States is still in its infancy; it is still
being born. And during its arduous and
difficult birth the intellectual environment
has been impacted upon by people from all
walks of life, from many different ethnic
origins. He might have seen that immigrant
populations have brought with them unique
ways of government and socialization that
have had positive effects on how this
country's government has solved some of its
more basic problems.
Oh, what freedom Thomas
Jefferson could have felt had he the courage
to assert and declare that African people
were humans too, worthy of a free destiny.
Had he stood up for what he believed,
maybe we as Americans would not be in the
fix we are in today. If only he had taken a
moment from his love affair with an
African woman, whom he kept in bondage,
to see that her people needed his honest
love too, then maybe, just maybe,
responding to articles like Mr. Zavarella's
would be unnecessary.
David Michael Lyles
Fourth Year, Evening
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·Studep(s, St~-f( Side.-SWip~d by Smoking Ban
Sam Coring
Third Year
Night
Effective November I st, 1993, The
Catholic University of America adopted a
campus-wide "no smoking" policy which
applies to all non-residential buildings,
including
academic,
administrative,
dining, service, and mixed-use facilities.
The policy allows students to smoke in
their own private individual living spaces
on campus, however, smoking residents
will need to obtain the prior written
permission of their roommate, if they
have one, in order to smoke in their
dormitory room.
All communal livings spaces will be
completely "smoke free" zones.
The policy was announced in a memo
to the "University Community" issued by
Susan D. Pervi, Vice President for
Administation for the University.
According to the memo, the policy was
adopted in response to findings of the
United States Surgeon General and the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
that separation of buildings into
"smoking" and "non-smoking" areas does
not "do enough" to alleviate "health

· hazards associated with tobacco smoke." , . Plans are reportedly underway to erect
In. a separate memo' to University viCe • additional
signage
in
University
presidents, deans, directors, managers, buildings giving notice of the policy, as
and supervisors, however, Pervi also are plans to provide additional outdoor
noted that the new policy was necessary trash receptacles to accomodate smokers.
"to bring CUA into compliance with D.C.
Pervi warned in her memo that
smoking regualtions · and to address violations of the new smoking ban "may
mounting employee concerns about the · result in disciplinary actions or
prescence of tobacco smoke in the terminations as permitted by law and
workplace."
University personnel policies."
The new policy is the final result of a
The new policy will apply to all
two-year process of reviewing University faculty, staff, students, and visitors at the
policy on the issue.
University.

·-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------,1!
I

Judicial Notice Publication Schedule
Spring Semester
You can look forward to seeing copies of Judicial Notice,
Volume XX on the following dates during the 1993-1994 Spring
Semester. You can now plan your submissions, ads, and life
accordingly.
Issue 4....Janu~ry 19th
Issue 5.... February 9th
Ii

Issue 6.... March 2nd
Issue 7....March 23rd
Issue 8....April 13th
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Since this is the Last Issue
of Judicial Notice for the Semester,
We Would Like to Wish All Students, Faculty and Staff

Successful Exams
and .
Season!!!
From the
Staff and Editors ·
·of Judicial Notice
(who couldn't think of anything else to put in this space)
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Features
Late Night Fare

Movie Reviews .

Jay Hauck
Second Year
Day

. . . and tips for the Movie Connoissuer
Seth Lipton
Second Year
Day

Really it's a twilight price movie. It's very
short. It's too twisted for kids but not creepy
enough for adults. It's a musical and the
songs are kind of boring and repetitive. But
the reviewers are right when they say that
Joy Luck Club
the animation is amazing.
Worth Full Price
I suspect that some studio weasel talked
Normally I HA TE real life movies
(sometimes called "chick flicks" because of Burton and Elfman into making a product
their gender specific attraction). To me suitable for family rental during the
there's something repugnant about going Halloween/Thanksgiving/Christmas season
someplace, waiting on line, spending a (did you notice how Christmas decorations
good couple of bucks to see somebody were in the stores even before the
else's real life. I have my own real life, and Halloween stuff this year? I swear, by the
I don't have to wait on line or pay an time I'm 40 they'll be selling tinsel in July).
admission to see it. In fact, I generally go to In an effort to manufacture a Halloween
the movies to escape the day-to-day "Aladdin" Tim Burton's twisted visual sense
anxieties that are the meat of these films .
for the unsettling was watered down
The Joy Luck Club is a Ma Jong (sp?) (remember Beetlejuice and Edward
group of four middle aged Chinese women Scissorhands? not this movie). Danny
who met each other some time after Elfman's ability to distil and project spooky
emigrating to the United States. The film melancholy was likewise under-utilized
tells the story of each woman's youth in (Elfman was a member of Oigo Boingo
China in comparison to the lives of each of before moving to soundtracks, working
their daughters here in the United States.
with Burton on Scissorhands and Batman
It may mean I'm becoming a sensitive 90's Returns. He's out of his element with this
man, but I actually liked this movie. I neo-Disney/Gilbert and Sullivan stuff). We
wasn't even pissed off at having to pay the don't even get to see the characters in
full $6.50 either. There was something very Halloweenland do Halloween, all the action
gripping about the performances, and it takes place after the 31st is over.
never became slow or overly sappy. Well,
But as I said before, the animation is
except maybe at the end, but even there the incredible, and the best way to get the full
sappiness worked.
effect of this is to see it on the big screen.
My only real criticism is that all four
mother-daughter
story
sets
were Tips for the Movie Connoisseur
Every Monday the Washington
substantively very similar. The mothers had
some hardships so terrible that any one of Psychotronic Film Society shows a classic
us would spend the rest of our lives in selection of the old-time, all-time greats of
therapy dealing with it if it happened to us, films . In the past two months they have
and the daughter had some problem with exhibited uncut · and unedited such
her boyfriend.
cinematic masterpieces as Death Race 2000,
I think this movie could.have been better The Mask, The Tini:ler, Attack of the 50
as one or two mother-daughtet stories rather Foot Woman, The Abominable Dr. Phibes,
than four, but if that significant at.her is and Plan 9 From Outer Space.
A new film is shown every Monday at
bugging you to see a tear jerker', this is the
on,e to see. ·
8:00pm in Chaos above Chieflke's Mombo
room (1725 Columbia Road off 18th Street
Cool Runnings
in Adam's Morgari). If you've ever been in
It's A Rental ,
Chieflke's, Chaos is the little bar area with
I finally went to see it, partly because it th(: dart bo~ds on the second floor. . .
The Movies are shown on severai video
was twilight show prices, partly because I'd
monitors . around the bar, which remains
seen everything else that looked worth
open t,hroughout, SQ you'll always have a
seeing, and partly becaus ~ I' had t o find out
good seat.· The atmosphere is cozy and half
if all those reviewers· who praised it as the
best movie since B1rth of a Nation ,partook the fun is listening to the jokes people make
about -what's ·occurring on the screen. The
of some complunentary ganja i~ the
experience is like a cross between a shrunk
preview screening room before seeing it.
down Bethesda Cinema and Draft, arid
Jamon, Ja Rastafi, na too bad a'tall mon.
Mystery Science Theater 2000.
It's a perfectly serviceable "small town kids
There is an admission charge of$2.00, and
beat the odds and show the big boys what
a door prize is given away after the movie.
they're made of' formula film . It was also
On Monday the 22nd the showing is From
surprisingly PC in that it did not exploit the
Hell It Came a 1957 horror flick about (now
Jamaican Rasta stereotype and had a really
positive message.
get this) a walking tree. If you're afraid that
Though much more of a Wait For Cable
law school could be warping ' you're
movie than a rental, if you like this formula
perspective, or if you're just looking for
your money won't be wasted.
something to do on a Monday night, this· is
the place to be.
The Nightmare Before Christmas
It's A Rental
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It's late. You're tired. You're
hungry. You're inebriated. But mostly, you
don't feel like going home just yet, for
whatever reason. Where to go?
Washington is blessed with a
multitude of havens for the night owl, aside
from the party you've just left or the bar
11
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that's probably open until 2:00AM. Despite
the dearth of options, those few that exist
are well worth a visit in the early mom.
The celebrated Tastee Diner in
Bethesda is the home of the greasy burger,
fries, omlette, etc. It'll never win palme d'or
(of course not, that's for movies) but it's
damn good at 3:00AM. Besides, greasy
food cures hangovers -- didn't you know?
Built long ago (I didn't bother to
look it up, but I know it's been more than 30
years), Tastee is a Smithsonian-quality
American diner, right down to the linoleum.
Don't go looking for the streamlined bus
look of a diner in the movie "Diner." This
is a no-frills kind of place.
In fact, the charm of Tastee Diner
is its decided lack of charm. It's almost
anti-charm. Plain, drab, non-descript. The
wait staff isn't particularly friendly, n,or is it
particularly hostile -- more middle of the
road.
Tastee is not a place you go to on
a regular basis while sober, during daylight.
But at night, it becomes for many people a
ritual, a pilgrimage. Sitting in the booths on
an early morning, patrons tend to be either
a) squealing teenagers who refuse to shut

up, b) mumbling bearded men with a stale
odor, or c) recent prison escapees trying to
look innocuous while they hold their arm
around their plate and shovel food.
Actually, that's not entirely true,
but every time I go there I wonder what the
heck all these people are doing up at this
hour, and then I wonder what I'm doing up
at this hour.
Another notable 'late-night star is
decidedly more upscale: Au Pied du
Cochon. Located in Georgetown, thi~
French bistro has been a Washington
landmark for decades.
Au Pied du Cochon has made ar
important contribution to Cold War history.
In one of the CIA's most dunderheaded
moments, and we all know there have been
some doozies, gov_en1ment agents took a
key Soviet spr to Au Pied du Cochon and
lost him in the bathroom.
The spy was one of the highestranking KGB defectors ever and was being
kept at a safe-house outside Washington.
Apparently his CIA counterparts weren't
making him feel entirely at home, and one
day, when the bodyguards went to lunch he
excused himself. After half hour or' so
the CIA realized it wasn't something he ate'.
But too late: the spy was back in the Soviet
embassy, embracing the Party line all the
way to the Gulag, but is remembered with ~
drink named in his honor.
Regardless of its history, Au Pied
du Cochon offers a variety of inexpensivf
delicacies for the bleary-eyed. The frencl
fries are possibly the best shoestring fries rn
the Universe.
If you've never triec
escargots, I highly suggest these. Forge
that they're snails. If you like garlic, butter
and salt; you'll like them. They don't hav1
any other flavor. And finally, Au Pied dt
Cochon offers omlettes and french toast fo
those who can't wait for breakfast.
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Kara Krushinsky, Third Year Day, one the friendliest and most helpful of the studen
library staff, finds an answer to our roving photographer's question on the Referenc
Desk computer.
Photo by Bill ShiraA
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